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Introduction s Footnotes 
The numbers of Indians - in other parts of the Caribbean 
is approx- 
imately as-. follows: S'uriname, 1L2,300; Guadeloupe, 23,168; Jamaica, 
20,736; Martinique, 15,000; St. Luc'ia, 5,000 ; there are also. much, 
smaller groups in=St. Vincent, Grenada and Belize. 
2'Timehri', Savacou, No 2, Kingston 1970, p38 
3 'The West Indian People' , New World Quarterly, vol 
2, no' 2,1966, p69. 
4 The Middle Passage, London, 1962,. Penguin ed. p87 
Image and Idea in the Arts of Guyana, George. town, 1969', p 10 &ppl8-19 
'Nationalism'and the Writer in'Sri Lanka and the West Indies, ' 
Savacou, vol 11/12, Sept. 1975, P17. 
Interview in Tapia,, vol5, no 28, July 1975, pp6-. 7. 
'B My information on Guyana comes from personal contacts, and espec- 
ially from the Caribbean Council of Churches'-newspaper, Caribbean 
Contact. A cogent summary of the case against the Burnham regime is 
to be found in Dwarka Nath, Guyana of the Guyanese, London, 1982 
9-See G. K. Danns. Militarization and Development: An Experiment in 
Nation Building, ' Transition vol 1 no 1 pp 23-44. 
10 Studies-which focus on the Creole dimension of Caribbean literature 
include: G. Moore, The Chosen Tongue, London. 1969; and, with the exception 
of one chapter on A _House 
for Mr. Biswas, K. Ramchand,. The West Indian 
Novel and its Background, London, 1970. 
II 0ne study exclusively concerned' with the African 'dimension of 
Caribbean writing (it is wholly dismissive of the relevance of any 
Indian writing) is O. R. Dathorne,: The Literature , of- the Black Man 
in the Caribbean; Louisiana, 1981. 
12 Social and Economic Studies, vol 22 no 4,1973, PP 427-439 
8Go. 
13The confusions inherent in such an approach are to be seen in an 
otherwise distinguished critical work, Kenneth Ramchand's The West 
Indian Novel and Its Background (1970). Ramchand asserts that it is 
the function of criticism to offer a critique'in more or less literary 
. terms'. The-vagueness is significant and permits Ramchand to work* in 
wholly-contradictory directions in which the relationship of society 
to literaure is seen in both mechanistically causal terms and in: terms 
which suggest no relationship at all. The criteria for assessing the 
value of individual works-are sometimes intrinisic and. aesthetic and 
sometimes moral and political. Ramchand announces that Part I of his 
study 'takes in general a'deterministic view of the effect: of social 
factors upon the-growth of literature, the emphasis: is different in 
Part II which drives towards the autonomy of, the work . of 'art' . Auton- 
omy from what one-might ask. Social factors? Put in this crudely determ- 
inistic way Ramchand ensures his view of autonomy, though he is too 
sensitive a critic to-always follow his own prescriptions. , 
I'- The Aims-of Interpretation, Chicago, 1976, pp 1-3 
IS ibid. "p . 
6: 
"IG 
ibid. p 3. 
I7 See V. N. Volosinov, Marxism and the Philosophy'of Lanpuage, New York, 
1973, pp 99-106. 
º4 Hirsch, -op. cit. p. 87. 
II My argument is greatly indebted to the following: T. Lovell, Pict- 
ures of Reality: Aesthetics, Politics and Pleasure, London, 1980; 
R. Keat and J. Urry, Social Theory as Science, London, 1975; T. Benton, 
Philosophical Foundations of the Three Sociologies, London 1977; 
and R. Harre. Social Being, London, 1979. 
Lb The Middle Passage, p 73 (Penguin Ed. ) 
2.1 Quoted in S. Pouchet-Paquet, The Novels of George Lamming, London, 
1982, p" 
22. Tradition, The Writer and Society, London, 1967, p4.6. 
23 See For instance my discussion of Brathwaite's and Rohler's treat- 
ment of Ian McDonald's The Hummingbird Tree in-Chapter Five, footnote 
105. 
24 See Hirsch, op. cit., pp110-123. 
2S Two such studies are W-. Walsh, V.. S. Naipaul, Edinburgh 1973; and 
P. Theroux, V. S. Naipaul': An Introduction To His Work, London, 1972. 
2G Theory of Literature, Penguin Ed., 1973,. p"212" 
27 Terry-Lovell, Pictures of Reality , London,, 1980, p. 91. 
2a See S. S. Alisharan, V. S. Naipaul; A Study of Four Books,. Master's 
Thesis, Mount Allison University, 1965. 
1961. 
Z9 Lovell, op. cit, p. 93. 
30 See Hirsch, op. cit. pp 130-135. 
3%See for instance, R. Hoggart, Speaking To Each Other, London, 1973, 
vol. 2, p. 249. 
32Terry Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology, London, 1976, p""56.. 
33A view most notably. expressed in. The Meaning of Contemporary Realism, 
London, 1963. . 
34 'On The Formalist Character of The Theory Of Realism. ' and 'Popularity 
and Realism',; in Aesthetics'and Pol'itics: Debates Between Bloch, Lukacs, 
Brecht, Beni'amin and Adorno, London, 1977, pp 81-82. 
35. ibid. pp. a1-R2. 
U See Language As'A Social Semiotic, London, 1978, pp. 133-139. 
337 See for instance, Janet Wolff, The Social Production of Art, . 
London, 
1981, pp 117-136. 
38. See George A. Kelly, The Psychology of Personal- Constructs, New 
York, 1955. 
. 39. In a conversation in. -Port of Spain, July, 1976. '. 
1 892. 
Footnotes: Chapter Two. 
'The Waste Land' The Complete Poems and Plays of T. S. Eliot, 1969, 
P"74. 
2 The concept of. broker institutions comes from-Leo A. Depres, 
Cultural Pluralism and Nationalist Politics in British Guiana, 
Chicago*, 1967, p 23,121-122. 
3 For instance, the cultural position of urbanised Christian Indians 
tends to be been by both Hindus and Creoles as'being essentially 
a dilution from the Indian-core. 
4 Population Census Bulletin No 1A'. Govt. of. Ttinidad and : Tobago, * 
1975o P"19 
5 See I. D. Sukdeo, Racial Integration with Special Reference to Guyana, 
Ph. D. University of Sussex, 1969, p221 
'6 See C. G. Clarke, 'Resi, dential Segregation and Intermarriage in 
San Fernando, Trinidad', ' in Geographical Review, vol'LXI, 'no-2,1971. 
7 See appendix for maps showing areas-of Indian concentration 
in Trinidad and Guyana. 
8 See Sukdeo, op cit. pp184-191. 
q Inhabitants of Annandale remember vividly the attempts to reconcile 
them with neighbouring Buxton in i964. In the presence of the then 
British Co or, we+M -t6DkN*ta(Satj, Duncan-Sandys, the villagers of Buxton 
lead by-Sidney King (later Eusi Kwayana) and the villagers of Annan- 
dale, lead by their pundit, advanced to the bridge between the two 
villages where the leaders shook hands. Hostilities did not; however, 
immediately cease. :; 
'0 J. Harewood in 'Racial Discrimination in Employment',. -Social and 
Economic Studies, vol 20, no 3, pp267-293,. stresses that-up-to the 
1960's at least the main reason for the lack of Indians in the 
civil service was the. lack of suitably qualified app licants. '. Since 
then, it is certainly the belief of many Indians that political 
and racial biasses operate in appointments and promotions. 'In 1976 
there was -a minor scandal when the poliEe seized a novel by a local 
0 63 
Indian author, Peter Ramkeesoon, Sunday Morning Coming Down (Scope 
Publishing, 1975) ostensibly on the grounds of its sexual content. 
Since this was wholly innocuous -and. the case was rightly dismissed 
by the court- it was widely suspected that, the real-reason for its 
seizure was its convincing exposure of racially biassed jöb 
discrimination and party. favouritism in the civil service. 
'' Thu. Middle Passage, p 85 (Penguin ed. ) In 1976 the-observation 
still held good. 
of Trinidad and Tobago' ýZ See.. W. Dookeran, 'East Indians and the Economy/\, in Calcutta to 
Caroni, ed. La Guerre, London, 1974, p 69. 
13 In recent years the inequalities are likely-to have sharpened. 
The boom in oil lasted until 1980 at least.; the sugar., industry has 
been in'steady decline, shedding a good deal of. labour. 
It See A. Camejo, 'Racial Discrimination in Employment in - th-e: Private 
Sector. -in Trinidad and Tobago, ' S. E. S. vol 20 no 3: pp 294-318- 
116 Word-of-mouth information. The reasons for the strike were never 
reported in the muzzled Guyanese press. 
8, U, See Caribbean Contact, vol 5 no 7, 'Nov 1977, p13 and,. vol 5 'no 
Feb. 1978, p 8. 
For the above figures see D. Nath, A History of Indians-in Guyana, 
London, 1970, pp266-68. The ratios are likely to have changed given 
the large scale emigration of Indian professionals over'the last 
decade. 
ý8 See M. St. Pierre, 'Race, the Political Factor. and the Nationalis- 
ation of the Demerara Bauxite Co., Guyana, S. E. S. vol 24, no 
4,1975, 
Pp 481-500. 
I9 See M. J. Boodhoo & A. Baksh, The Impact of the Brain. Drain, : on Devel- 
opment: A'Case Study of Guyana, Kuala Lumpur, 1981, pp 60-62. - 
20 Committee on General Education, Education Reprint , PO'rt'0 Spain, 
1960. 
21 See' S. Vuorinem, Sociological Inplications of the Work of-the 
Missionaries in Trinidad, Dept. of Psychology, University of. Waterloo, 
1969. 
.ý 
S04. 
See Depres, op cit.., pp122-131 and. 234-238. See also M. K. Bacchus, 
Education and Socio-cultural Integration in a Plural Society, Montreal, 
1970. 
ý3 See Caribbean Contact, vol L, no 7, October 1976, pp 8-9" 
24 See R. T. Smith; Aspects of Family Organisation, in a Coastal Negro 
Community', S. E. S. voll no'i, pp 87-111; M. Klass, East Indians in 
Trinidad, Columbia , 1967, pp93-136; and M. Fretlich, Cultural Diversity 
Among Trinidadian Peasants, Ann Arbor Microfilms, 1972, (Ph. D. Columbia 
University , 1960) pp147-149. 
ZE G. W. Roberts and L. Braithwaite, 'Mating'among East Indian and Non- 
Indian Women in Trinidad', S. E. S. Vo111 no 3,1962. 
ZG The classic account is in Edith Clarke, My Mother Who Fathered 
Me, London 1957. However, it should not be assumed that such-a family 
pattern is an Afro-Caribbean cultural universal. M. G. Smith, for 
instance, reports that in the almost 100% Black community of Carriacou, 
one of the Grenadines, the dominant kinship pattern is patrifocal. 
Z7 See R. T. Smith and C. Jayawardena, ''Hindu Marriage Customs, ''S.. E. S, 
vol 7 no 2,1958. 
28 See Chapter SQVe, %reek,,, pp. 786ff . 
. z9 
See Chapter Six, pp. z .O1. tI 
30 See Sukdeo, oý cit. P 336; and A&J. Niehoff, East Indians in the 
West Indies, Milwaukee, 1960, pp66-67; . 
See c1ksc A. S. Ehrlich, East Indian Cane Workers in Jamaica, Ph. D. The 
University of Michigari, 1969" Ehrlich reports that ä. lthough. the. Indian 
community in Jamaica has. -lost most aspects of its ancestral- culture, 
it remains bitterly against intermarriage with negroes. ppl26-13O., 
31 See Sukdeo pp 336-339. S 
32 See for instance H. Hoetink,. Caribbean Race Relations: A Stixdy 
of Two Variants, London, 1967. 
33, Slave `Society in the British Leeward Islands at the End-of the 
Eighteenth Century, Newhaven, 1965 P'-318 ff; and see 'Introduction', 
Savacou, vol 1 no 1, pp3-8. 
86S 
3- See R. Lannoy, The Sneaking Tree, London, 1971, p, 178. 
3S, See Battlefront, Issue 7,1976, p 8. (paper of, the Sugar-workers 
Union. ) 
36"A Creole Trichotomy: The Case of Hindi in Trinidad Creole-with 
Reference to Standardisation, U. W. I.. St Augustine, mimeographed, 1974. 
37 'Formal Changes. in Trinidad Hindi as a Result of Language Adapt- 
ation, ' American Anthropologist, vol 75,1973, pp 1290-13Ö'. 
3$ See for instance, D. Bickerton, Dynamics of a Creole*System, London, 
1975, P8. 
39 e. g. W. Labov, Sociolinguistic Patterns, Pennsylvania, 1972. 
and Language in the Inner City, Pennsylvania, 1972" 
40 See Mukdar, - Arima, Trinidad, 1974-1976, particularly the'Expletives 
Deleted' column. 
44 See for instance, I Minuut Stilte, Paramaribo, 1970; Dilakar, Param- 
aribo, 1970; Anja1i, P'bo, 1971; and, Om de Zom, 'P'bo,. 1972-° 
42 Journal of Commonwealth Literature, no 7, July 1969, pp 1-7. 
43 See J. Harewood, The population of Trinidad-and TobaRo; Tt-'thLdad, 
1975, PP 107-111. 
4L See A. & J. Niehoff, East Indians inthe West Indies, . pp70-71- 
45 See J. Melville: Obeah and the Devils', New Society, 10. Feb4 1977v 
PP 227-228. 
46 See Chapter 7, ppa 3lfor a further discussion of the significance 
of the Kali-Mai puja. 
47 Guyana Journal of Sociology, Turkeyen, voll no 2,1976, pp 93-1.02. 
44 P. Singer and E. Araneta,. 'Hinduisation and ' Creolisation in-Guyana: 
the Plural Society and' Basic Personality', S. E'. S. vo. l- 16, p230-49 
O. Copeland, 'Zeism Guyana, 1973, pp 62-63. Articles first published 
in the Evening Post and the Weekend Post, dedicated to 'sizzle-up 
the old, the hindering' in the cause of a Guyanese'revolution. Iron- 
ically many of the articles are- devoted to praising local bands 
working in North American idioms. 
5c -Hugh Sam, 'Music: National Compositions', New World Fortnightly, 
vol 1 no 6, pp 32-35. 
866 . 
5l' See Chapter 7, pp338-339 
52 The discussion is taken up more fully in Chapter Twelve. 
53 Socialization Values in the Negro and East Indian Sub-Cultures 
of Trinidad, Ph. D. University of Connecticut, 1963. " 
54 Drinking Problems and Alcoholism Among East Indians and Negroes 
in Trinidad, M. A. thesis, McGill University, 1965. 
.3 Cultural Diversity Among Trinidadian Peasants, pp 
56 See P. M. Lengermann, 'Working Class Values in Trinidad and Tobago. 
'R 
S. E. S. vol 20no 2, pp 151-163. 
c-1. 
Footnotes: Chapter Three 
See J. Harewood, The Population of Trinidad and Tobago, Trinidad, 
C. I. C. R. E. D. Series, 1975, pp. 120-121. 
2. See Rickey Singh, 'Bea. ting of-Guyana's National Poet, Carter, ' Carib- 
bean Contact, v. 6. no. 2. June 1978, p. 1. 
3. Personal letter, 1 August 1980. 
4-For instance: W. H. A lien, E. Benn, Bodley Head, ' Cassell, Cape, Deutch, 
Collins-, Eyre & Spottiswoode, Heinemann, M. Joseph, Faber & Faber, Jarr- 
olds, Hutchinson, MacGibbon & Kee, Secker & Warburg and Alan Wingate. 
S. A History of The Indians Of Guyana,. London,. 1970, p. 182'. 
6. For instance: Brinsley Samaroo, Gerad Tikasingh, Kelvin Singh, Hugh 
S ampath, Harold Sitahal, Sahadeo Basdeo, Kusha Haraksingh et'al. 
7-See Yogendra K. Malik, East Indians in Trinidad, Oxford, 1971. As 
an Indian from India, it is evident that-Malik was given access to 
confidences which a researcher from a different ethnic background would 
not have gained. 
ß. See for instance La Guerre, J. , Samaroo, B. , and Sammy, 
' G. , East Ind- ians in the Present Crisis, Trinidad, 1973. 
9. See J. G. La Guerre's reference to Ramdath Jagessar's satirical piece 
in Embryo (vol. 2. no. 2.1970. ) in his 'The East Indian Middle Class 
Today, ' Calcutta To Caroni, London , 1974,. p. 106. 
to. See Sylvia Wynter, 'Reflections on West Indian Writing and-Critic- 
. ism, ' 
Jamaica Journal, vol. 2, no. 4, . 1968 
& vol. 3, no. 1,1.969; and 
'Creole Criticism -A Critique, ' New World Quarterly, 'Vol. '-5 ', 'no. 4, 
1971; and see Kenneth Ramchand, The West Indian Novel and Its. Background, 
London, 1970; and 'Concern For Criticism, ' Caribbean Quarterly , vol. 
16, no. 2, June 1970.0 ' 
II, 'Concern For Criticism, ' p. 56' 0 
Iz. The West Indian Novel and Its Background; p. 5. 
. 15"'Concern For Criticism, ' p. 53. 
14"'Creole Criticism -A Critique, ' p. 13- 
15". ibid. p. 14.0 
14-Caribbean Voices Programme, 16 September 1956s, 
17, The Pleasures of Exile, London, 1960, pp 224-225. 
lg. The Middle Passage, 1962, Penguin Ed. p. 75.0 
14. A Flag On The Island, 1967, Penguin Ed. p. 129. See my discussion in 
Chapter Fifteen. 0 
Zo. Water With Berries, London, 1971, p. 70. 
ZI. Includes folk stories, comic stories, love stories, studies of char- 
äcter and stories on religious themes. 
22.. This total includes some stories with Afro-Creole characters but 
neutral non-ethnic themes. 
13. See B. Archer's Poison of My Hate, Zambia, 1978; Roy Heath's One 
Generation, London 19 1; and James Bradner's Danny Boy, London, . 
1981. 
B68 . 
24-. See Chapter Ten, pp. SOk-So! 
ý 
25. Mona, Savacou Publications, 1974.0" 
26. Contradictory Omens, p. 33. 
Z7. Connecticut, Greenwood Press, 1983, See pp. 20-21 & 84-86 especially. 
LS. Contradictory Omens, p. 34. . 
0 21. ibid. p-34. 
3o. ibid. p. 61. 
"sL. ibid. p. 34. 
3z. ibid. P. 38. 0 
0 
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Footnotes. ClnapE'hr Four- 
Wilson Harris, "Tradition and the West Indian Novel, " Tradition 
The Writer and Society (London : New Beacon Publications, 1967). pp 29- 
24 passim. 
Z Savacou, vol 1 no 1, (Kingston 1970) pp 46-73 
3 J.. Beaumont, The New Slavery; An account of Indian and Chinese. 
Immigrants in British Guiana, (London, 1871) p. 
ý'West, Indian', The Coolie in Demerara, A few words upon "The 
Coolie , His Eights and Wrongs, ", 
(London, 1871) p 12 
S Evidence of Sir N. Lubbock, Chairman of the West India-Committee 
to the Sanderson Commission in, CMD. 5192, Report of the Committee on 
Emigration from India to the Crown Colonies & Protectorate . 
'(Londonj 
1910 )p 91 
In addition to those sources quoted ,I am much indebted to 
the following general studies for the following outline of the oper- 
ation of the indenture system: H. Tinker, A New System of Slavery , 
(London, 1971); A. H. Adamson, Sugar Without Slaves, (New Haven', 1972) 
P. Ruhomon, A Centenary History of the East Indians in British Guiana, 
(Georgetown, 1939); D. Nath, A History of Indians in Guyana , 
(London, 
second ed. 1970) ; K. O. Lawrence, I, mmigration into the West Indies, 
(Barbados, 1971) ; J. A. Weller, The East Indian Indenture'in Trinidad, 
(Puerto Rico,, 1968. ) ; Calcutta to Caroni ed. J. G. La Guerre,. (London, 
1974) :ý. 
See I. M. Cumston, Indians Overseas in British Territories, '1834- 
1854, (London , 1953) pp40-L1. . 
S see G. Carmichael, . 
The History of the West Indian 'Islands of 
Trinidad & Tobago, (London 1961) pp 215-216. 
¶see Adamson, op cit, pp 177-178 on question of'metayage; pp 50-51 
on free labour and wage bargaining. 
14see the proposals of H. R. Sandbach in, A Letter on the Present 
State of British Guiana, (London, 1839) 
t(There were similar. labour shortages in French colonies-of Martin- 
ique and Guadeloupe after slavery was abolished in 1848, and in Dutth 
Guiana (Suriname) where slavery was not abolished until 1863. 
12 Quoted in L. M. Fraser, History of Trinidad 1814-1839_'vol 2, iPort- 
of-Spain, 1896). p16 
13 P. P. 1837-1838, L11(232) pp 2-3 and'quoted'in J. Scoble, Hill 
Coolies; a brief exposure of' the deplorable conditions . of the 
Hill. 
Coolies in British-Guiana and Mauritious, (London, 1840) p 5. 
14 J. Scoble, Friend of India, Calcutta 18.39. 
1s See Adamson. uD 160-162 and. 199-2V3. 
870 
G Between 1871 -1912 there were at least 27 Indians slain by the 
riot police in four major labour disturbances in Guyana. 
' see B. Brereton, Race Relations in Colonial Trinidad 1870-1900, 
(LOndon, 1979) pp25-33; K. O. Lawrence, op cit., p. -53 argues a' 
contrary view. 
18Adamson, op cit. pp 150-152 
"I S. Bellairs, Essay No. 5, Immigration as Carried on in British 
Guiana, (Georgetown, 1878) p 67 
1°see below pp 79-84. 
Z 1 See for, instance , H-Kirke, "On -the System of Immigration as 
Carried out in British Guiana, " (Georgetown, 1878), p 39. 
2Z ibid, 
.p 
42 
23Guyanese Sugar Plantations in the Late 19th Century: A'. Gbntemp- 
orary Description from the"Argosy', ' ed. W. Rodney(Georgetown, 1979) 
ltAdamson, pp 180-183 
2'J. E. Jenkins, The Coolie His Rights and Wrongs, (London., 1871) 
pp 67-68. 
id Tinker., pp 182-183. 
27 British Guiana: Circulars & Instructions to Immigration Agents 
from 1884-1899 (Demerara, 1899) 
. 
2SLetter to the Royal'Gazette of British Guiana, -quoted in Ruhomon, 
op. cit. P. 28. 
l9 See J, McNeill and C. Lall, R2ort on the Condition of Indian Immig- 
rants in the Four British Colonies, (Simla 1914 ) pp 
IT. T. Thorne, planter and magistrate, quoted in Ruhomon, op cit, 
p . "The hospital was more like a charnel house than a place for 
living people; the inmates were living skeletons. 
31 H. V. P. Bronkhurst, Among the Hindus & Creoles of British Guiana, 
(London, 1888) p 193. 
31-The estimate of the Acting Governor of British Guiai. na, Sir C. 
Clementi was that for every thousand Indians who entered the colony, 
only 572 survived. See Tinker, P372. 
313 See Tinker, pp 200-201 .'" 3ýAdamson, p 194-5, Tinker pp 183-186. 
3S C. M. D. 39. Report of-the Commissioners Appointed to Enquire'into 
the Treatment of Immigrants in British Guiana ,( 1871) 
91523 " 
3ýPP. IV1 Committee Appointed to Inquire the Exportation of H_i l 
Coolies , 
(1839)"p 
17 Beaumont, A New Slavery, pp 39-40 
%71 
3'Sanderson Report (CMD 5192) pp 294-299 
39 Adamson, 
. P113. 4° Sanders on, p 
4I For an account of the campaign waged-by the Indian Nationalists to end indentured emigration see Tinker, op.. cit. p283-366.. ' 
1 Report of the Commissioners. (1870) , 
308 
-309 . 'See also British- 
Guiana.; Circulars and Instructions' to Immigration A gents,. Circ 2911, 
2696/1899,27 Sept 1890 on such liaisons as "a secret source of 
disaffection and disturbances. " 
0H. V. P. Bronkhurst, The Colony of British Guyana and its Labouring 
Population, (London, 1883) p 49 
44 Evidence given to the Reort of the West India Royal - Commission CMD. 8656 (London, 1897) Sect. 295, p320. Alcazar was the first coloured mayor of Port of Spain. 
. 
LrEosy os (Georgetown) 4 Aug 1888,; quoted in*Bronkhurst, Amon 
the Hindus. and Creoles, p192. 
S. Bellairs, Essay no'5, Immigration as Carried on in British 
Guiana, pp 53,54. 
ýlJ. S. Blake, "A Plea for Encouragement", Timehri vo1-1,1882 ', p 
See E. Goveia, Slave Society in the British Leeward Islands at 
the End of the Eighteenth Century, (Newhaven, '1965)"PP. 134,135,322-. 
323; and Goveia, A Study on the 'Historiography of the Britiiih West 
Indies to the End of the Nineteenth Century, (Mexico , '1956) pp, 
60-61, 
86-87,104-105,173-174; and P. Curtin, The Image of 'Africa:,, (london, 
1965) p 36,251. . 
4- R. G. Duncan, Essay No vii , On Immigration as Carried 
0n'in British 
Guiana, p 94. 
S° Bellairs, Essay No 5, p55. 
51H. Kirke, Twenty-five Years in British Guiana, (London, '1898) p253 
52 The Coolie in Demerara, p 10, p16. 'This pseudonymous pammhl'et was written as an attack on Edward Jenkins's The Coolie, His Rights and Wrongs. 
53 Not all the writers quoted in this section were actually planters, 
but they were all residents of Guyana for whatºthe fortunes of the . 
sugar industry was evidently of prime. importance. Thus I have included 
in this section the writings of the Anglican cleric, Rev. J. G. Pearson, 
who was clearly more interested in sugar than in Indian souls. 
S4 Kirke, 'Our Criminal Classes', Timehri, vol. 2,1888, -p, S Kirke 
does not recognise that the Indians undoubtedly saw the'courts as 
instruments of oppression rather than temples of justice. 
ßl2. . 
Ss See for instance, L. AA. De Vertuil, Trinidad: Its Geography 
Natural'Resources, Administration, Present Condition and Prospects, 
(London 1884) p 161 : "A distinctive trait in the character of the 
Coolie is insincerity. " 
S4 G. W. Des Voeux, Experiences of a Demerara Magistrate , 1863-1869, 
ed. V. Roth (Georgetown 1949)p 90. 
S1 De Verteuil, Trinidad, p'160 
94 Kirke, Twenty-five Years, p 167 
59See J. C. Jha,, The Indian Mutiny-cum-Revolt of 1857 and Trinidad, 
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Mittelholzer glosses,. "For Tommy, 'in spite of the education that 
Hoolcharan had given him was still, at heart, ä shy, salaaming coolie. " 
, 
93 A Tale of Three Places, p 131. 
89" "ib id, p 119 
96 Seymour, op cit, p 14. 
. 
Il' One interesting story in a non-realistic vein with. an Indian 
theme written around this time was "Worthless-Diamonds" ý broadcast 
on the-Caribbean Voices Programme, 13 Feb '1955, (script no. 1633) 
Since I have no reliable, information about the background. of the 
author, Herman Stephens,, only a 'hunch that 'he is 'a white 'Guyanese, 
the reference must remain as- a footnote. The'. sto'ry, written at a' 
time when-Indians were increasingly entering urban occupations, is 
written in the style of a fable. Its' apparent purpose is - to 'explain 
the Indian. attachment to the land. Floods ruin the farm of'two brothers. 
88. 
Despite the pleas of the elder, "We cannot desert her when she needs 
us most", the younger abandons the land to go diamond prospecting. 
Years pass. The land is brought back into cultivation arid the younger 
brother reappears, carrying bags of diamonds but emaciated for lack 
of food. The lesson is rubbed in that diamonds are fickle'but "soil, 
like a faithful wife, is ever with him who remains by her. " 
1i 
. The point is that though Woolford had obvious talents as a 
writer what the stories reveal most are the discontinuities of 
Caribbean literary development. Almost certainly Woolford would 
have had little chance of reading either Seepersad Naipaul's 
Gurudeva and Other Indian Tales, published with a print of one 
thousand copies in Trinidad-in 1943 or, Mittelholzer's Corentyne 
Thunder published during war time:; in a small edition. 
93 Caribbean Voices Broadcast, Script no. 637,29 July 1951.. 
gL}. %jaribbean Voices Broadcast , Script Po. C'. 1WO 
q5: Caribbean Voices Broadcast, Script 731,29 June' 1952" 
cjej The West Indian Novel and Its Background, London, 1970., p 225 
. 97 Cf. Ratoon 
(1962) Blood Amyot(1964) Amyot's Cay(196L). The Amyot 
Crime(1965) The Self Lovers (1968)' The Face of Evil(1971) et al. 
`fig. See C. Jagan, The West on Trial, London 1966. 
? d1. See also the short' story 'Deferred Wages. ', 
, 
by -a white Guyanese 
writer, Percy Armstrong, in the Trinidad Sunday Guardian, 20 June 
1948, in which a group of Indian labourers beat up an overseer and 
are then-acquitted in court when the white overseer's ev. dence is 
twisted by the Indian defense barrister. 
For other fiction which deals-with the life of 'the white over- 
seer but says little. about : their relationships. with the Black 
or Indian workforce, see the novel,. It Happened. in British . 
Guiana. 
by A. Oswald, Ilfracombe, 1955 ; and'the short story by M. A.. Osman, 
'Not in'Doctor Book', Kaie no 5, Sept 1968. 
icc'. See F. G°. Rohlehr, "In Search of InnocenceiAn Introduction to 
Ian McDonald's, The Hummingbird Tree", in Tapia -vol 4 no 49, 'Dec 8 
T67. 
1974, pp5,8, ; vol 4 no 50, Dec 15, pp 6-7 and vol-1 no 51, Dec 22, 
pý 9-10. 
IoI. See for instance, 'Temple Bullock', Bim, vol 10 no 37,1963, p22; 
'The Stick Fighters'-, Bim 24,1957, p 223; 'The Seine Pullers', Bim 
vol VIII no 30, p 77 and 'The Four Knives of Freeman, the Cane Cutter', 
Bim, vol IX no 36, PP? 38-239" 
ioz. This tension* is perhaps imposed on. the' character by McDonald 
as he puts the-child's perceptions within the 'context of the broader' 
social changes which were taking place at the time of the novels 
compos iti. on. This is evident, I think, if one compares the way McDon- 
ald fictively treats the experience with the strictly autobiograph- 
ical report of similar, though much earlier, experiences by P. E. T. 
O'Connor in Some Trinidad Yesterdays. O'Connor indicates that in 
his gilded childhood( 1900-1910 cir. ca: ) there was- involvement with. 
the Indian labourers on the estate, but no conflict between the 
attractions of the different worlds: 
We children quickly learned-to beat-their drums '. and helped 
to build'the tadjahs for the H osein. festival, while they 
quickly learnt the estate-work and became good and. effic- 
'ient labourers. " (p. 39) 
For another white-creole story which deals with 'the' white* child's 
shocked experience of rural. Indian life see, A. Espinet, 'The. Suckling 
Pig', Trinidad Guardian, May 14,1950. 
103. The Hummingbird Tree, London, 1969, pp . 1(. 7. 
Hereafter all 
quotations from this novel will be documented with page numbers in 
parenthesis at the end of the quotation. 
104. See, New Writing in the Caribbean, Ed. A. J. Seymour, Guyana, 1972, 
p78. 
Io5 See E. K. Brathwaite, Contradictory Omens, pp36-38; . and F. G. Rohl- 
ehr, 'In Search of Innocence'. 
Brathwaite very frankly relates his-reading of the novel to 
the fact that he is a black West Indian and McDonald a white. Jie 
admits that 'one' "can't help identifying the novel's young hero 
ggg 
with McDonald and can see only the , 'honest' callous reaction given 
without comment or ironic distance. " This seems to me a curious 
misreading, implying that McDonald's authorial judgement on the epi- 
sode is a cynical, ' Well that's the way things are and have to be. ' 
Rohlehr's more detailed reading makes it clear how and why Brath- 
waite arrives at his view. 'Both their readings reinforce my., basic 
thesis and indicate a. neglected area of socio-literary study in 
the Caribbean: the nature of the readers' response. 
For an exceptionally sensitive and learned critic, Rohlehr's 
reading. of The Hummingbird Tree seems to me quite frequently-mis- 
conceived. In the first place, Rohlehr, like Brathwaite, insists on 
an absolute identity-between the character Alan Holmes and the author 
Ian McDonald. He implies that most of the views' expressed by Alan 
Holmes are approved of by McDonald. He fails completely to'see in 
the novel that pattern of ironic, detached regret which makes it 
very clear that Alan's behaviour towards Kaiser and Jaillin has been 
a betrayal and a failure. It seems to me that Rohlehr uses the fict- 
ional Alan's failings as a stick to beat McDonald with- and white 
creoles in general. Rohlehr's feelings' about the role of whites'are 
almost certainly justified, but they get in the. way, of a careful 
reading for this novel. Frequently he refers to. A lan's behaviour 
and comments as a means'of criti. dising white moral. cowardice -* 
without recognising that it is McDonald who has shown: that to-be 
the case. One can only-assume that Rohlehr thinks'that McDonald is 
quite'unaware of what his fiction reveals. For instance, Rohlehr 
comments on Alan's guilt for his treatment of Kaiser and Jaillin 
as lacking any depth, and suggests that because of this the novel 
fails in being historically adequate'to the real debt white owes 
to black in the Caribbean. Rohlehr is right when he says that 'Alan 
has no wound, no essential pain', but he transposes the comment to 
McDonald without giving the author any credit for making it quite 
clear that Alan lacks emotional depth. (See p 113 ff for instance, 
589, 
,. 
where McDonald describes Alan trying to make his palms bleed'as a 
vain attempt to match Jaillin's powerful emotions. ) 
Again, Rohlehr. seems to me to grossly underestimate the extent 
to which McDonald creates Kaiser'and Jaillin as independent centres 
of consciousness whose words and deeds'frequently'condemn Alan's 
snobbery, hypocrisy and-comfortable moral cowardice. At one point 
Rohlehr writes -rather gnomically - of how the incident where Alan 
witnesses an ox being beaten and describes his'feelings-as 'pity 
and fear and hatred and love' (p 70) shows how "the lash. continues 
even when the master has forgotten his motive.. rand) the denial 
of perspective and the possibility of retributive violence. "(Tapia 
vol 4, no 50 p 6. ) I take-this to mean that McDonald, as a novel- 
ist quite fails to see how the oppressed should feel, or accept that 
they should justifiably want retribution. Now McDonald makes it 
plain that Alan has only a very limited notion of'how Kaiser and 
Jaillin feel, but there are many points in the novel when their 
resentments are made very plain. Rohlehr 'seems to' be-detnanding direct 
authorial commentary and ignoring-the meaning of, the.. narrativ. e. 
Rohlehr appears to believe that'McDonald has become 'the man his 
father was, ' and has allowed what ought to be quite"irreleyant to a 
judgement of the novel to distort his reading. -It-is. in any case an 
unjustifiable blurring of reality and fiction. 
ltt The contrast between the narrow exclusive sense of propriety 
offered by Alan Holmes' father and the broad, 'all-embracing approach 
to experience offered by Old Boss is re-examined in McDonald's play 
Tramping. -Man , 
(Published in ... A. Time and a Season: 8 Caribbean Plays, 
Ed. E. Hill, Trinidad, 1976. Play first performed 1969. ) The: action 
of the play; concerns an outbreak of '. tramping''(Carnival jump-up) 
which develops into a phenomenon akin to the dancing. epidemics of 
the Middle Ages in Europe. What Tramping Man offers Guyahd: is perpet- 
ual carnival. However,; the tramps are seen as subversive of. -'order, 
89o . 
by the Government and the business elite and Tramping man is arrested 
and the movement suppressed. -The play dramatises the conflict between 
the possibility of anarchic freedom with its fervent joy and the 
impossibility of such a community. "What community can survive if 
it is dedicated to enjoyment", one of the characters 'asks. Tramping 
man's chief persecutor is an Indian police officer, John Kassim, and 
it is soon evident that much of Kassim's acerbity towards Tramping 
man derives from the fact that though Kassim has chosen to live on 
the side of order and restriction, he knows what. th'is has Cost him 
in the loss of freedom. The link between the novel and the'play 
is raised by the way one of Old-Bosses' speeches -about tolerance 
for the spoiling scissors-tail at the rice harvest, - is transposed 
into one of Tramping man's pleas for freedom. 
It. is interesting how this theme of the opposition between Dion- 
esyan and Appolonian principles in society is one which has attracted 
the involvement of. several white creole authors. 
101 See Jack Harewood, 'Racial Discrimination in Employment in Trini- 
dad & Tobago (Based on Data from the. 1960 Census); Social and Economic 
Studies, vol 20 no 3, 'Sept 1971, pp 267-293; and, Acton Camejo, 
'Racial Discrimination in Employment in the Private Sector in 
Trinidad and Tobago', Social and Economic Studies , vol 20 n0.3 pp 294- 
318" Research carried out in the 1960's shows 
just how entrenched white creoles., were' (and still. are) in -the* cbm- 
manding heights of the economy. Of those who were classified as' 
belonging to the business elite, 55% were . white ('23%, fair,, 12% light 
brown, 7% Indian and 6% Black). Camejo's survey also showed'that 
a far higher percentage of whites-than any other group had-received 
university education; but that a far higher percentage of whites 
with relatively low educational qualifications held high level 
posts - of those in top jobs with low qualifications, 71% were white. 
15% of all white males held key posts in executive,. administrative 
or managerial positions. No figures for property and wealth'have 
been gathered, but the statistics for income distribution showed 
a median income for whites 500% higher than for Blacks and 700% 
higher than for Indians. Camejo's survey also suggests that'whites 
were the most socially cohesive members of the busines elite, much 
more frequently to be found in informal social and business net- 
works than members of other racial groups.. Whites were also. much 
more likely to be members of the elite business clubs. Such cohesion 
suggests that it is still legitimate to talk of white creoles as 
a group which actively, if discreetly, seeks to further its common 
interests. 
log, The Politics, of Opposition, pp 84=85 
Ica. Ed. O. Baptiste, Trinidad, monthly. Issues surveyed from Feb 
1979-May 1980. 
\\ 
no, See for instance C: R. De Lima, Countdown to_Carnival, Ilfracombe, 
1978; and Not Bad, Just'a Little Mad, Ilfracombe-, -'1975, 
Ill, "Trinityism, 
(Revolution of Peace) and Trinidad and Tobago, Vedic 
Enterprises, Trinidad, 1964. 
See Crisis, ed. O. Baptiste, Trinidad, 1976, pp . 181-193. 
1! 3 See-for instance, 'Hiding Behind Language Bar' , Kairi 374.; 
'The Novel of Tomorrow, Today: (Review of Yesterdays'by Sonny Ladoo)', 
Kairi, ' 1/75 Re L3. 
. 
1u4. 'Hossay', Kairi, No 291974 (loose leaf system of pagination, 
poem 14=1-3) 
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'Harvest, " ibid. p 104.. 
Bhattacharya, Brojo , Alien Corn , New Delhi, Oxford and IBH Publish- ing 
"Co. , '197R, -pp 
115'" Includes: ' Tamed Words, "No , 
Mere 
Words', ' 'Mission of Words,, ' 'Of Epic Significance, ' 'Pleasures 
of Plying a Pen, ' ' On Writing Poems, "On Rec"eiving"a Diary, ' 
'A Patch of. Peace, ''The Bridge., ''July Dreams, ''My Brother 
'Grass, ' 'On 'the Walls of My Soül, 'Spread Earth, Spread! ' 
The Suprise, ''The Hills Must Move, ''The Line, ''C'ousin of 
the Clouds, ''Mind is a Vagabond, 'The Coffee Cup', "Beyond 
the Boundary, "The Caldron, "Distant Wings, "Birds, "A 
Bleeding Sunrise, ''Namely You! "Nevermore, "The Wake, ''The 
Wilderness is Paradise, ' 'I Walk Like Morning, " Birthdaying, ' 
Full Moon in Spring, ' ' Ellora', '' Aphrodite at Paphos,, ', ' Why 
Cleopatra, ''Walls of Illium, "Meaning, ' 'For New, "A, Pedlar 
With a Bag, ''Betrayal, ''Flow Mississipi, ''Venezualan Cherries, 
'Trinidad Calling, 'Ode to the Himalayas, 'Lines'in Guyana, ' 
'The 63 Beach(Corentyne: Guyanä)''I Wander, "Streets of Dam- 
ascus, ''I Love The Roads, ''I' am of the Soil, ''The Black 
Lily, 'Where Have Fled Those Yester-Nights? ''I Feel Tired, ' 
'Will-o' -The Wisp, ' 'First January, ' 'Flames That Never Cool, ' 
'Haply May Forget, ''By-gones, "Yet More, 'Hungry Canvas, ' 
'The Question, ''Rose Plant, ''The King's Court; '" Song For 
The 'Last Bloom, "The Mulberry Tree, ' 'The . Terrace, 
". The 
Pupa, '"'The Moon and the Lagoon, ''As. You Are Here, ''Casting 
Spells, ''There's A Time, "A Legend, 'Sunday Morning' In 
The Dark, ' Harvest, '' Corentyne, Rose-Hall and Pools, ", Dusts, ' 
'Sp. arrows, ''Kis-Ki-Dee! ''Aphrodite, ''The Green Magic, "The 
Trafalgar 'Square, ''A Brother Leaf, '' Echo " Calling, '' ,A Halt, '-. 
Bhattacharya, Brojo 'The Two Shores, ''The 63 Beach, '-'Ri, ce. Harvest,, ' 
Kyk-over-Al, vol 9 no 28;.. 1961, pp187-. 1$9. , 
q6o 
Bissessar, Ann Marie , 'Forsaken, ' The Indian Review: Journal of Indian Studies and Research, vol 1 no 4,19 1, p 10. 
Blenessequi, Omartelle (Churaumanie B, issundyal) Glorianna, Guyana, 
Enmore, 1976, pp54. Includes: 'Gloriana', a long'poem. 
, 'The Stream of Red Tears, ' and 'Premani's Song, ' Kaie No 13, July 1977, pp 92-94 
, 'Obeisance to'Glorianna; ' Independence Ten, 1976, pp 78-79 
and in Treasury of Guyanese Poetry, ed. Seymour, 198O, p 181. 
Boodoo, Göcool , 'Pioneer Teachers, ' in Birth of a Dream,. ed. 'Forde, Guyana, Kimbia, 1974. n. p. 
Bridgnath, Jaitrarrr, Reflections and Realisms: Book :, San Fernando, 
Rilloprint, 197 , pp 53. Includes: 'The Good"Earth, "Pleasant Thoughts, ''The. Holy Bible, ''The Holy Koran, " The Shr, i Bhag- 
avad Gita, ''Should We Stay, ''Life and Hope, '''The Library 
Corner, ''The Taxi Driver, ', ' A Scene in Cöurt,, ''Tie Oil Work- 
er, ''We Kind of People, ''The Indians, ''The Capitalists, ''The 
Collaborator, "''The Faceless Men, ''The Good Citizen; 'The 
Deserted Lover, ''. The Fair Lady, ''Time, '"The Fig Tree, " 
'What Is Man? ''Tribute to'Rudranath Capildeo, "The Road To 
Greatness, ' . 
Butisingh, -Randall , Love's Light , Georgetown, Advance Press, 1972, 16 pp. Includes: ' 0, You Who Cannot See The Sun, "Helen Keller, ' 
'Saint Francis of Assisi, ''I Do Not See Thy Face, ''My Heart 
Sings, ''My Neighbour, ''The Beggar, ''He Sang, 'Beggar of Song, ' 
'Memories, ''Handful of Coins, ''Love's Quest, ''Cheerful Day, ' 
'Oasis of'Delight, ''Light Divine, ''I'ask for Nought, '. 
Wild Flowers and Other Poems, Georgetown 1972. - pp " 
Includes, 
'Vigilance Beach 19 5, ''God's'Image, ''Supress Your Tear, ' 
'Wild Flowers, 'Love-Light, " Landmark at Chateau Margot, ' 
'New-Blown Lilies, ''The Farmer, ''Raindrops, 'Life's Precious 
Gift, ''Yellow-Leaf, ''Love's Balm, ''The Dancer, ''Rain and 
Sun, '. 
. 
Poems From Annandale, (with Bramdeo Persaud and M. R. Monar) 
Georgetown, Annandale Writer's Group, 1973, pp20. Includes: 
(by.: Butis ingh") .' He Sang, ': 'Landmark at. Chateau Margot,. ' 'Wild Flowers, "The Moon, ''The: Saint, ' . 
'Landmark at' Chateau Margot, ' Kaie. . 
0,1: 973, p22,; and in Independence Ten, p 82; Treasury of Guyanese Poetry. ," p114 
'Raindrops, " in Poems For Children, ed" Mopar,. 1974, p10 
Capildeo, Devendranath., Maracas Bay and Other Short Poems, Port of 
. 
Spain, Super Service Printery, 1972, pp 1 6,. Includes: "'The, 
Cacique (1485-1520), " Kilimanjaro, Africa, ''On Being Freed, ' 
'Civilised Mankind, ''Nature',, ''Age, ''The; El: ephant's Tale, ' 
Love'-s Ardour, ''Man's Iniquity, ''Our Precious Freedom, ''The 
Devil's A dvice, ''Nature's Ghastly Joke, '. 'Maracas Bay, 'The 
Will To Be. A Man, "On Friends'; ''The Devil's Advice 
Poems For Children, Port of Spain, Superservice Printery,, 1974, 
pp 16. Includes: 'To A Babe, ''Close To Me; ''Rex, ''Boy 
With An Orange, ''A Man in Space, ''Some Clouds, ''The Little 
Girl, "A Rainy Day, ''The Cat and The Mouse,. "As A Child, ' 
'The Fly, "Little Jim, ''Bella The Cow,. ' 'Honey Out Of The 
Fidwer. ' ' 
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Ten Short Poems, Port of Spain, Superservice Printery, 1974, 
. pp 
10. Includes: 'The Coconut Palm, ' 'Love Me,. ' 'Who? ' . 
'Peace 
and War, '' To Have Suffered, " On Leaving London,. ' ' Time and 
Space, ' 'Awake, 'Contentment, ' 'But Why? '_ 
'To Have Suffered, ' BIM, völ 13 no 52,1971, p-2250' 
Capildeo, Devendranath ,. 'The Coconut Palm, ' in Out For ".. ed. N. & U. Giuseppi, McMillan Caribbean, 1975, p 40. 
'To Have Suffered, ' ibid. p. 73. 
'I Myself and I, ' Out For Stars II, 1976, p 75. 
Chandisingh, Ralph'E., 'A Song of Farewell, ' Kyk-over-Al vol 6n 18, 
1954, p23. 
Chinapen, J. W. Albion Wilds, Geörgetown, B. G: Lithographic Co. 1961, 
pp 44. Includes: 'Albion Wilds, ''I Know A . Bower; ' ; Strewn Petals, ' 'Invitation, ' 'The Prisoner's Song, ' 'In Nature''s Lap, ' 
'Simple Charms, ' 'A Prayer; ' 'Bright-Eyed Maiden, ' 'In A Garden, ' 
'To A Humming-Bird, ' 'The Wren, ''To A Flower,. ''Day' s Symphony,. ' 
'0 Woman, What Are You? ''Crossing The Berbice, ''T. o A Flam- 
boyant, *''The Flute Divine, ` '. Columbus, ' 'At ' Eve, ''Glimpses of 
, Immortality, 
''On The Beach. At No. 63-, ''1,!! To Veka,, ''A 
Reverie, 'Guyana! Loved Guyana! ' 
'Crossing The Berbice, ' and 'To The Flamboyant, '-in Sun 
Is A Shapely Fire, -ed. E. Seymour, Georgetown, 1973, p16 , p6 
4. 
, 'The Flute Divine, ' in Heritage One, Georgetown, 
1973, n. p. 
, 'Albion Wilds, ''In The Fields, ''To Love, 
''Guyana!. Lpved 
Guyana! ' in A New Guyana , Georgetown, Ministry of 
Information, 
1976, pp 14-16, 'p3 ,p , pp61-62. . 
'Albion Wilds, ' in Treasury of Guyanese Poetry, . 1980, p 94. 
Chattergoon, Mungal, ''Flowers, ' S. A. G. vol 1 no'j. 
Chattergoon, ' Mungal , 'Twilight Skies, 'Pirate Captain, ' -in . S. A. G. 
vol i no 2,1970, p. 48. '. ' 
Dabydeen, Cyril , Poems In Recession, Georgetown, Sheik Sadeek, 1972" 
pp 24. Includes i 'To Love My Country., "'Questing Spirit, ' 
'Rain, ', 'Moonlightt' 'In The Slumber of Night, ' 'Orchids, ' 'The 
Miracle Day,. ' 'On Looking From A Tower, "Sinews, "Fisherman, ' 
'Driftwood, ''Hogstye, ' 'Poem To Your Own, ' 'My Dead, "Ode To. 
Cuf, fy, "Heiroglyph, " 'The Orchard, ''Listening To Trees, ''The 
Village Sound, "Of Trees And You, ''Poem For A Child. ' 
Distances, Vancouver, Fiddlehea. d Poetry Books, ' 1977, pp 22. 
Includes: 'Poet Speaks To : The House, ' 'After, The Rain, ''Sun 
In My Fist, ''Maestro, 'Neighbours , 'Fruit', of the: 
earth, ' 
'Museum-Piece, ''Brother, ' 'Ratcatcher, ' 'Ancestry, ' 'City, ' 
'Opening, ' 'Relations, ' 'The Fat' Men, ' 
. 
"Clouds-, " 'Ways ' of Over- 
Coming Loneliness, " This Is It. ' 
Goatsong, Oakville, Ottawa,. Mosaic Press/Valley Editions,. 
197.7, ppa . Includes: 'Encounter, ' 'Taurus, "Tenants,, 
' 'Virgins 
and , 
Reformers, 'Letter, ' Virtue out of Necessity, 'Pursuit, ' 
'Absences, "Trail, ''Goatsong, "Green 'Land, "Nephew, ' 'Fruit- 
Seller, ''Seed, '. 'Lady Icarus, ""Grosse Ile, ''patient and Others, 
'Soweto, "Tourist Magazine, ''Sun Fever, ' 'History, ' 'Eclipse, ' 
'Promissary Note, ' 'Invitation, "Ritual, " 'Brother' George, ' 
'Senor. ita, ''Meetin g, ''There's No Cow, ''The Well', 'Winter, ' 
'Citizenship, "'Anthem, '. 
. 
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Heart's Frame Cornwall, Ontario, Vesta Publications Ltd., 
1979, pp 73. Includes: 'A Fairy Tale About: Myself, "Where Do 
W. e Go From Here, ''After Today, -'. ' Ramparts, ' 'Apollo, ' 'In A 
Matter of Raiment, ' 'Beneficience, ". Movement, ' 'A, Legend, ' 
'Heart's Frame, ''Replenish The Day, ''Wind Our Hearts', '' Blust- 
ering, '' Love's Labour Lost, '. 'Showpiece, -' ' Dogs in Paris, ' 
Solid Light, ' ' for Arnold Itwaru, "Another Sun, ''' Condition, ' 
'A Life, ' 'Omen, *' 'Game, ' 'One Night Stand, "Mayakovsky, "She 
Hardly Remembers, '' Proposal,, ' ' Indian DAncer,. ' 'Sleeping Giant, 
'Savant, ''(lessons from a Greek) "At Nights, The Beast, ' 
'Elegy For An Indian Artist, " (for Ben, Chee-Chee)' 'Old 
Drunk, ''(a monologue )''Anything Can Happen, ' 'Doctor, At Fort 
Simpson, ' Residues, "Transit Office, "Immigrants, "Waking 
Up, "Exemplary, ''Crab. Song, "Mother and Child, 'Farewell, ' 
'Song, "Storm, "Taking A 'Dive, ''Going Out, "Interstices, ' 
'Let It Rain, ' 'Vampire, ' 'Fathers, ' 'Lament, "Vacation, " (for 
Len) "Beloved, "The House, I "Wake Song, "Girl From The Tropics 
'Limbo, ". Jumping Over The Moon,, ''They Come Again, "Crossing. ' 
This Planet Earth , Ottawa, Borealis Press, 1979, pp 81 Includes: 'Seeking. Light , ''Mote, '' Girl in Blue, ' 'What We Always Know, ' Silences, ''She'Prefers Not To Pine, ''Charlatan, ' 
'Saturday Night Poem, ' 'Newcomers , ''Sleuthing, ''Canada Pay, ' 'Commotion, 'Spots, ''A Time Past, ''Pelt; ''The Hunter, "''Dead 
End,. ''Village, ''Metropole',; ' ' We . 
Are' The Country, ' "Cuba', ' ' Braz- 
il, ' 'Plea, ''A Fairy Tale, '. ', Together, ' 'Aftermath' 'Mute Song, ' 
'Jamie, ''The Girl in My Arms, "Offsprings, ''Two Danish. Women, ' 
'Glasgow, ''Edinburgh, ''Newnham Coll-ege, Cambri, dge, ''Sir James 
Douglas : Father of British. Columbia, ''Spring, 'People, ''By 
Roadside, ' Sacrament, ''A Mother's Life, ''He Remembez'ed, ' 'Life 
Study, '' This Man, '' Moon Rock, '' Patchwork, -', I Mister Man, '' The 
Things You Still Dream Aböut, ' 'Lesbians, ', 'Derelict' "At the 
Elevator, 'The Proud Walker, ''When They Came, ''A Visit, ' 
'Pressure, ''F. R. Scott Walked In, ''Parturition, ' 'New Life, ' 
'Reform, " Death of a Coniferous Man, ''Looking For Ghosts, ' 
'Fontainebleau', 'California, ''They Call This Planet Earth, ' 
'Taking Her Home, ' 'Event, ''Castles, 'Grasmere/Windermere, ' 
'Cock Fight, 'Atlantic Song-, '. 
, River In Me, Toronto, League of Canadian Poets, 1980, 
folded 
pamphlet. Includes: ' Conversation, ' Lapping, ' Listening Words, ' 
'Quest, ' 'Moving Around, ' 'Pretences .' 
Elephants Make Good Stepladders, London, Ontario; Third Eye 
Publications, Inc. , 1982, pp 52. Includes': 'I-Begin 
with a 
Shadow, ' 'Mahout, ' 'Acrobat, ' 'Riding High, ' 'Looking for Tigers, ' 
'A Hearty Meal, ' 'Elephants Make, Good S t'epladders ,' `A Tame Life, " "Lasting, "Rhapsodies, 'Anything can Happen, 'Keeping 
in Touch, ' ' Desýr. e, '. ' How to , 
Save a Life, ' 'October Night, ''. I, 
Archipelago,. ' ' New York City, "Litany, ' 'Sheets and Pillow, ' 
'Almost Ancient, "'Vigil, ''Sudbury Blues, ''Heart's Frenzy,: ' 
'A Legend., ''The Mouse-trap Dream, ''The Forest, ''Dog-shadow, '' 
'After Pablo Neruda, ''Don Qixo. te, ''Martins, ' 'After, an Inca 
Image,. ''Pretences, '' Apart, '' Dialogues., '"Talking' Back, ''From 
, '. Weaving Fables, ' 'Godiva, ' ': For the Sun-man, '"Exiles, 
, Islands Lovelier Than 
A Vision Ottawa, Jerusalem'Internation- 
al, 1984. (forthcoming) .. 
'Evening, ' and 'My Dead, ' New'"Worl-d' Fortnightlno 3,1964 
p 22,2.4. 
, 'A Dream, ' New World Fortnightly no-4,1964, p27, 
, 'Wet Streets, ' New World'Fortnightly. ,. no 12, . 1965, p 
4. 
, 
'Evening, ' New World Fortnightly, no. 16,1965,. p 22' 
U3 
Reality, ' and 'To Love My Country, ' New-World Fortnightly, 
no 27/28,1965,. 'p 38. 
'To Love My Country, " Reality, ' and 'Wet Streets, ' 'Kaffe 
no 2, pp 46-48.. 
, 'Oarsman, ' 'Song of Praise, ' 'Moonlight, ' 'Drift-Wood, '''Crack 
of Dawn, ' Sunlight, '. ' Fisherman, ' Kaffe No 5, Sept 1968, p 10-13 
'Poem to Your Own, ' Kaffe No 6, Dec, 1970, p 29" 
'Single Episode,. ' in An AnthologyiVoices of Guyana, ed Trot- 
man, '1968 , 'p 7. 
, "' Oarsman, ''Poem To Your Own, ''Song of Praise, ' Independence Ten, 1976, p96-97. 
'Reflections, ' Lakehead University Literary Review, vol 1 
no 1,. 1973. 
'Anaconda, ' Ariel, vol 5 no 4# 1974. 
'Greenland, ' 'The Antigonish'Review , Winter 1974". 
'Maestro, ' The Fiddlehead, No 102, Summer. 1974. 
, 'Blustering, ' 
Sweven (Queen's 
. University) 1974. ' 
'Metaphor., ' Jubilee ( G6rrie) no 2 1974. 
, . 
'Invitation, '" . and 'Tenants, ' The Laomedon Review ' (Univer- 
sity of Toronto) vol 1 , 1974" 
'Encounter, ' The Antigonish Review, Autumn 1975" 
'Invitation, '. The Dalhousie Review, vol 1 , Autumn:, 1975. 
At Nights, ' Earth and You: (Toronto) vol 6 , 1975", 
'Trail, ': 'Spots, 'and 'Pursuit, ' Quarr (Kingston) Summer 
1975.. '' 
'Sun Fever., ' and. 'Event,. ' Exempla (University of Tubingen) 
vol 1 1975. ' . 
, '. Letter, ' Rune 
(University of Toronto) Spring 1975. 
'The Fat Men, ', and 'Goatsong, ' Waves '(York University) --Autumn 1975. 
. 
'Grandmother, '. The Antigonish Review,. Autumn 1976. - 
'Al 1 This Mourning, ' The Fiddlehead, no 110, Summer 1976. 
'Patient and Others, ' Stuffed Crocodile (London, Ontario) 
1976. 
, 'A Sexual Thing Is Often Misunderstood, ' Origins 
(London, 
Ontario) vol 1 , 1976. 
'Song, ' Origins, vol 2,1976. ' 
'Ne hew, ' Canadian Literature (University of British Col- 
umbia) 'no 73, Summer 1977. 
'Offspring, ' The Antigonish Review, Autumn 1977" 
'Moonlight, ' The Canadian Forum (Toronto). vol 57, 'May 1977. 
'Who's Afraid of Sylvia 'P, lath, ' Stoney Monday, (O. ttawa) 
Fall 1977. 
'After an Inca Image, ' The English Quarterly (York Univer- 
sity) December 1977. '. 
'After the Rain, ' The Chelsea Journal'(Saskatoon)'August 
1977. 
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, 'Transit Office, ' Grain (Saskatoon) Summer 1977, and Quarry Spring 1977. 
, 'The Well, ' Rikka 
(Toronto) Spring-Autumn vol 12,1977. 
, 'Lady Icarus, ' This Magazine (Toronto) December 1977 
, 'Farewell, ' and 'By the Roadside, ' Wee Giant 
(Hamilton, Ont. 
Summer and Winter 1977. 
'Jumping Over the Moon, ' in This'Is My Best ,. Toronto, Coach House Press, 1977. 
'Taurus, ' and'A Time Past, ' Canadian LiteratUire, no'76, Spring 
1978. 
. 
'Mister Man, ' The Asianadian (Toronto) Summer-, '1978'. 
'Fathers, ' Sparks (Ottawa) Spring 1978. 
'Sleeping Giant, ' The Canadian Author and Bookmari, (Toronto) Vol 53,1978 
, 'Relations, '. Sparks, Summer-1978. 
'Magic 
. Robot, 
' Wee Giant, Fall 1978. 
'Vacation, ' Canadian Literature, no 80, Spring 1979. 
'New: 
_Life, 
'Ariel, vol 10, no-2 1979, p 79. 
'Sir James Douglas, ' Canadian Forum, vol 59, June-July 1979. 
'A Legend, ' The Chelsea Journal, vol 5, Nov-Dec, 1979. 
'Man Out Of Touch, ' The Northward Journal (Ontario) December 
19'79- 
Taking -A Dive, ' Canadian Author and, Bookman, vol 54 May 
1979. . 
'-My Brother-Is a Hero, ' and 'Words and Legacy, ' The Fiddle- 
heäd, 'no 127,, Autumn 1980. 
, 'The King 
Has No Clothes, All the-Elements, ''How To Save 
a Life, ' and 'Partnership; ' Kunapipi (Aarhus) voll no 1, 
Summer 1980. 
'Two Things Fought, ' Canadian Literature, 
. no 
84, 'Spring 1980. 
. 
'Seeking Light, ' and 'The Hunter, ` Arc, (Ca'rletön University 
Ottawa) 1981, 
'Folklore, '-, World Loom , vol 1 1981.9 
'Partnership, ' Event (British Columbia) vol 9 no 2,1981. 
'Wolf Island, '. Pierian'Spring (Brandon University) 1981. 
_, " 
'A Tragedy, ' Pierian Spriri 198.1. 
'Beginning With The Moon, ' Caribanthology'l, ed. B. S t John, 
Barbados, 1981, p 51. 
'A Sun's Life, ''Rehearsal, '. and 'Snake's. Belly Turned Over, 
Canadian Litaature, no 95, Winter 1982,. pp 28-29. ' 
'Quetzalcoatl or the Plumed Serpent, '''and 'Cortez in the 
Afterworld, ' World Loom, vol 2,1982. ' 
'Flood, ' Waves, Winter 1982. '. 
Selection from 'Weaving Fables, ' The Toronto South Asian 
Review, Vol 1 no 1,1982, pp 42-43. 
qts. 
'Caribbean 'S. un, ' 'Coming Home, Dance, ' in Dancing Sun, 
ed. J.. Andrews, Vancouver,. Pres Porceptic; 1982. -, 
'At The- Bend, ' Ariel, vol 13 no 4,. Oct. '19820 p. '72. 
'Rememberine The Moon, "'Walking On Stilts, ' and 'The Beast, 
Chandrabhaga (India) Winter 1.982. j 
, 'Cameo, '"W ordfest (ottawa), Summer 1952. 
, 'Winter, ' Centretown News (Ottawa) -Friday 12,1982. 
, 'Lady Icarus, ' Canada: Native Peoples and Immigrants, ed. I. Hastrup; Copenhagen, Myrdäl Press,, 1.982. 
'Two Things Fought, ' Parthenon Poetry Anthology, New York, 
1982. 
'Legends, ' and 'Talking Back, ' Prism International (Univ- 
ersity of British Columbia) Summer 1983. ' 
'Her Life, ' One People's GriefiNew Caribbean Writing, ed. 
R. Bensen, New Zealand, Outrigger Publishers,. 1983o p . 83. 
'Folklore, "Rehearsal, ''Lives, ''Posterity, "Rhapsodies, ' 
in Breaking Silence : Asian American Poetr, ed., J. Bruchac, 
New York, Greenfield Review Press, 1983. 
, 'Silicone, ' Poor Man's Press, (Ottawa) 1983. 
'One Man's War, ' Contemporary Verse II, (University of 
Manitoba) Spring 1983" 
, 'For Christl, ' Writer's Lifeline (Cornwall) Spring 1983. 
, '. This Father's Life, "Overtures, ' and 'The Unpleasant, ' -Journal of South Asian Literature, (Michigan) 1984 
'Caribbean Poems, ' Here is a Poem , ed. F. McNeill; 'Toronto, League of Canadian Poets... 
'Jaguar Wants to be Along, ''Jaguar Scorns. the. Moon, -'child- 
rens anthology, forthcoming, Toronto, Thomas *. Nelson & Sons, 
1984. 
'Requiem, ' Ariel, vol no 1984. 
. 'Halloween, ' ' Komagatu Marti, ' 'Precious' Little, ' and Politic- 
ian ' Canadian Ethnic Studies (University of'Calgary) vol X 
. no 
1.198 
'Veritas, ''Hadriän's Wall, ' and 'The Country, ' in Third Eye, 
'London, Ontario, 1984. 
Dabydeen, David, Slave Song ; Mundelstrup, Denmark, Dangeroo Press, 
1984, pp 72. Includes: 'Song of the Creole Gang Woman, 'For 
Maya, "Guyana Pastoral, ''The Servant's Song, ''The Cane cutter' s 
Song,. ' 'Slave Song, ' 'Love Song, ' 'Elegy; ' 'Nightmare, '' Men and 
Women, ''For Ma, ' 'S lavewoman' s Song, ''Brown Skin G irl, ''Two 
Cultures. ' 
Damarsingh, Joyce , 'A. Moment's Agony, ' S. A. G. vol 1 no '1,1970, p. 
24 
Daniel, Shake Maheuddin Laloo, The Writing on The Fight 
The Greatest 
Miracle of the Age. S t. James, Trinidad, 1918 ? 
966, " 
Das, Mahadai, I Want To Be A Poetess of My People , Guyana', 
National 
History and Arts Council, 1976, pp 15. Includes: 'Militant, ' 
'Akkara, did you hear us marching? ''This is Kimbia, "Looking 
over the broad breast of the land, I saw a dream, '' He leads 
the -People, '' Your bleeding hands grasp the roots of the rice, ' 'Look in the vision for the smiles of the harvest;, "Does 
anyone hear. the song of the river wending its way'through 
the jungle? ' 'Cast aside reminiscent foreheads of desolation, ' 
'On Events that occurred at Kimbia. ' 
I. Want To Be A Poetess of My-People' ' Peo le, (with illustrations 
by. Harold Bascom Guyana, National Service Publishing Centre, 
1977, n. p. Includes: as the'. above with the addition of "They 
Came in Ships, ',. 
My Finer Steel Will Grow, Vermont, Samisdat, 
. vä1.31. no: . 
2,1982. Contains: 'There, are eyes, that 
watch behind. the darkness',. 'My Finer Steel Will-Grow', ' 
'How Soon the cold rain', 'While The'Sun. Is Trapped', 
'My Final Fift To Life, ' ., "For Walter. Rodney and Other ', 
Victims', '0 love, you silence my 
, 
words 'leaping' ', ' 
. 'Love, love, I have survived so l. ong', 'Pläce Your 
hand upon my womb', 'Awaken my love' ,' 'The Day of ' 
. 
Revolution'.. . 
'There You Lie, ' Heritage 'One, George town, 1973, ' n. p. " 
'Mystery of The Night, ' Heritage Two, Sept. 197.3,, p 12-13 
'Me-and Melda, ' Dawn, Annandale-Writers Group., April-June 
1973, p 16 
'Haunted, ''A Long Wait, I "Change, "' Chile Is Who You Fooling, ' 
and 'Me and Melda, ' Kaie, no 12,. Oct. 1975,. pp107-109 & 112-116 
'This Is Kimbia, ' Kaie no 1L., July 1976, p85. 
'A Long Wait, ''Change, ''Chile Is Who You Fooling,, ' 'Me and 
Melda, ' and 'Haunted, ' Independence Ten, 1976, pp 113-117. 
'Me and Melda, ''Does Anyone Hear the Song, ''L66k, in The 
ý-Vision for the Smiles of the Harvest, '' Akkarra, did you hear 
us marching? ' 'My Bread of Stone, '' and ' Call 'Me the Need. of 
Rain, ' Treasury of Guyanese Poetry, 1980, p 19,92,98,110,130, 
and p168. 
'For Walter Rodney, ''My Finer Steel- Will Grow, ''While 
The Sun Is Trapped, ' Trinidad and'Tobago Review , vol 
6 
no' 1&2,1982, p 7,9.. 
Deyall, Sookdeo , 'Wake Tonight, ' Themes: Verse From 
St Augusltine, Trin- 
idad, vol 1.1970, pp 16-2A. " 
Gajadhar, Abhimar Anthony , Lines 
With the Master, or Great Force: 
Part One, Trinidad, author, 1971, pp52,. Poems untitled. 
Lovers In The Light, Trinidad, author,., 1972, pp 26. Includes 
'Your breasts, like orange's-, ''Lovers loving, '"'Moonli. ght, ' 'Let 
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